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� Types of ICDs and ICPs.

� Current guidelines – protocol (TG-34).

� What are the issues with cardiac device and radiation 
deliveries?  

� Review of literature since TG-34 area.� Review of literature since TG-34 area.

� Failures – case reports and scattered guidelines.

� Sensitivities and potential failures.

� Cardiac devices and RT patients.

� Dose estimation for RT procedures.

� Recommendations.



� Implanted cardiac pacemakers – ICPs

� Implanted cardioverter defibrillators - ICDs
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� In spite of availability of TG-34 and other reports in 
literature, major discrepancies still exist among 
manufacturers’ recommendations and wide variations 
exist among RT facilities regarding patient 
management and guidelines.

Contradictory information exist: some devices have � Contradictory information exist: some devices have 
undergone deleterious effects at 0.15Gy (0.2Gy/min) 
while others have shown tolerance up to 20Gy or more 
dose?

� Interference with EM components, (partial) exposure 
to direct radiation, exposure to scattered radiation 
within the patient, other??



Dose rate study





Limit: 2 Gy scattered dose





Limit: 2 Gy scattered dose







Single-event upset

























a catastrophic malfunction of ICP (its programming code 
was significantly corrupted) after neutron therapy, at a 
dose level of 900 cGy .













� Permanent damage from accumulated dose � circuitry is degraded in proportion to 
accumulated dose:
� Decrease of output amplitude

� Increase current drain (not obvious-can lead to sudden failure within months past RT)

� Erroneous or failed sensor operation (including heartbeat sensing functions)

� Upsets in memory or logic circuits caused by neutrons-SOFT ERRORS: 
� Changes in stored values in memory or transient changes in micro-processor circuitry

� May not be functionally recoverable

� Reset of the device � reversion to default parameters

� Rare cases where reset may delay for hours or even weeks past RT.

� Transient interference from high-dose-rate x-rays (not EMI):� Transient interference from high-dose-rate x-rays (not EMI):
� Transient effect-no permanent damage, unless accumulated dose is high�

� Inappropriate sensing of device that lead to ICD shock

� Non-existent pacing output

� Reset or other effects

� Electromagnetic interference (EMI) are minimal and of transient nature:
� ICPs

� May sense the field as myocardial potential � inhibition of output

� Inappropriate re-programming

� Shut off reed switch � fixed pacing

� Triggering of output

� ICDs

� Possible re-programming, transient effect



� Imaging for treatment planning (CT mostly).

� Imaging for Image Guidance (CT, Rad., EMI)

� RT treatment delivery (photons, protons, neutrons, 
particles, other)

Use of high energy photons, E>10 MV?� Use of high energy photons, E>10 MV?

� Dose rate?

� IMRT, SBRT, VMAT, FFF beams

� HDR, breast, MammoSite®

� Other…





1995

Courtesy of S. Kry
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� Contour the cardiac device (if possible: leads, 
body, electrodes).

� Select appropriate treatment technique: 
modality, energy, beam angles, etc.

� Maximize distance of device from beam(s) 
borders-only scattered radiation to the device.borders-only scattered radiation to the device.

� Utilize independent collimators, dynamic 
wedging, MLCs, etc – to reduce dose to device.

� Determine device dependence of patient (risk 
of serious injury or death due to sudden device 
failure).
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� How much dose equivalent is there?

Variations in beam 
parameters

Beam energy, SOBP,     
aperture, air gap

Variations in experimental 

Conventional photon therapy

•Photons: 
•More dose near 

treatment field
•Comparable dose 

beyond 10-20 cm 

Xu, 2008, Phys Med Biol

Variations in experimental 
design
Size and material of
phantom, manufacturer of
accelerator

Challenges in Dosimetry
Lack of high energy
response 

Unique machines

Courtesy of S. Kry

beyond 10-20 cm 
from field edge









Table V.1.  Estimated maximal dose (Dd)* to the device for typical distances 
from a spherical applicator’s surface. (Table reproduced from Ref. ##)

Balloon Vol. 
(cc)

35 50 70 90 110 125

Balloon Diam. 
(cm)

4.06 4.58 5.12 5.56 5.94 6.20

1 Gy 15.6 16.9 18.2 19.3 20.2 20.8

2 Gy 10.5 11.3 12.1 12.8 13.4 13.8

3 Gy 8.2 8.8 9.4 10.0 10.4 10.73 Gy 8.2 8.8 9.4 10.0 10.4 10.7

4 Gy 6.8 7.3 7.8 8.2 8.6 8.9

5 Gy 5.9 6.3 6.7 7.1 7.4 7.6

*Estimated dose to the device at distance, d from a spherical applicator is given by:
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where DP is 340 cGy at 1 cm from applicator surface and Rballoon is the balloon radius.##





The factors that are weighted in the proposed 
recommendation:

� CIED type and model.

� Cumulative dose, which might lead to permanent 
failures.failures.

� Patient’s pacing dependency.

� Dose rate, which might lead to mostly transient over-
sensing effects or reset type events.

� Neutron dose or high-LET radiation dose, which 
might cause SEUs.



�LOW: < 2 GyLOW: < 2 Gy

�MEDIUM: 2-5 Gy

�HIGH: > 5 Gy



If possible avoid: 

1)photon E>10 MV, 

2)proton beams and 2)proton beams and 

3)neutron beams

OTHERWISE

�HIGH: Secondary neutrons



Patients with an inadequate or absent intrinsic 
heart rhythm, which turn symptomatic in case of a 
(sudden) failure of the CIED’s pacing function. 
Symptoms can vary, but may include acute 
syncope, heart failure, arrhythmia, possibly 
leading the death.  The incidence of pacing leading the death.  The incidence of pacing 
dependency is dependent on the definition and 
patient population, around 10%. Also patients with 
an ICD can be pacing-dependent.  For patients 
with an ICP, pacemaker dependency can be 
categorized into three classes.  



Class 1: Patients who display bradycardia-related 
symptoms that may result in an emergent situation 
or who have a history of these symptoms in the 
absence of device pacing (highly dependent).  Class 
2: Patients who are asymptomatic even with an 
intrinsic ventricular rate of less than 30 beats per 
minute (intermediately dependent).  Class 3: 
Patients with an intrinsic ventricular rate in excess of Patients with an intrinsic ventricular rate in excess of 
30 beats per minute and who have never experienced 
an emergent situation related to bradycardia (non-
dependent).  In clinical practice, it is already 
difficult to distinguish between class 1 and class 2&3.



Patient Risk Category (Dose Region)

< 2 Gy 2-5 Gy > 5 Gy

Pacing-
independent 

Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk

Pacing-
dependent

Medium Risk Medium Risk High Risk



Flowchart or recommended guidelines, 
definition of patient
Risk Categories (adapted and modified from 
Hurkmans et al. (2012)



� Initial Consultation
� CIED alert added to patient’s chart
� Copy of CIED card made and filed in patient’s chart
� Appointment with Cardiac Electrophysiology (EP) 

scheduled

� Simulation Check
Patient was evaluated by EP to verify dependence on � Patient was evaluated by EP to verify dependence on 
device      

� Verify CIED alert added to patient’s chart 
� Verify treatment planning directive completed by 

physician
� Note added to planning directive to only use 6X 

photons and avoid wedges where possible
� Contact vendor for dose limit recommendations



� Planning check

� Verify only 6X photons used for treatment   

� Estimate dose/fraction

� Verify proximity of treatment fields to device.
� If edge of treatment area> 10 cm, then no further action necessary.  

� If edge of treatment area < 10 cm, then continue with checklist.

� Add note to patient’s chart to page to place in-vivo dosimeter 
prior to fraction #1

� Verify/adjust imaging fields do not irradiate device.� Verify/adjust imaging fields do not irradiate device.
� If device is in imaging field, use kV imaging where possible.

� If fields adjusted, add note in chart to indicate appropriate field 
size for imaging. 

� First day of treatment

� Place in-vivo dosimeter on CIED at closest approach to 
treatment field edge.

� Verify imaging field does not irradiate CIED

� Read dosimeter and generate summary of reading for 
physician.



Low Risk 
(<2 Gy)

Medium Risk 
(2-5 Gy)

High Risk 
(>5 Gy)

Department -- resuscitation protocol
--good consultancy 
agreement with 
cardiology / 
electrophysiology dept. 

Low-Risk requirements
+

--Crash cart including 
ECG monitor and 
defibrillator (or AED) 
available at treatment 
unit.
-- external pacemaker 
available.

Medium-Risk requirements 
+
--ECG monitoring at every 
fraction.

Staff --Radiation oncologist 
and clinical physicist 

Low Risk requirements 
+

Medium Risk requirements 
+and clinical physicist 

available with sufficient 
knowledge in the 
management of patients 
with a CIED.
- -Radiation therapy 
technologists should 
receive training so they 
can manage 
complications 
experienced by the 
CIED patient having 
radiation treatment.

+
--cardiologist/CIED
technologist should be 
available within 10 
minutes, if needed.
-- CIED technologist to 
check device weekly.

+
--trained staff examines 
ECG
- -CIED technologist to 
check device before and 
after every fraction.



� This is a collective effort of members of TG203

� 2014 AAPM Spring Clinical Meeting Organizing Committee.




